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“Lloyd’s Coffee House London” by William Holland (1798) 

The Restoration and Eighteenth-century are a time of intense sociability 
among writers, thinkers, and artists. With a cup in hand of the newly popular beverages (coffee 
and tea) people gathered to debate the great issues of their time. These ranged from critiques of 
the plays being performed at the re-opened theaters (where women actors were making their 
débuts), to critiques of the new science. Enlightenment writers, such as Locke and Burke, 
pursued research and theories to determine what science can tell us about our world and 
ourselves—while satirists such as Pope and Swift raspberried the pretensions of “false” 
knowledge. This is a time when women poets and writers similarly critiqued the misogyny of 
both groups of men.  
  
This course is organized around the social networks of these writers. Some of our authors formed 
dinner clubs, some met at coffee houses, some drank tea together in drawing rooms— but all of 
them took part in this lively age of conversation, letter-writing, poetry, essays, and the rise of the 
novel. Reading these authors amidst their like-minded friends allows us a better understanding of 
both their works and their times. 
 
Required Textbooks 
1. Norton Anthology of English Literature: Volume C, The Restoration and the Eighteenth 

Century (Ninth Edition) ISBN: 978-0393912517. 
2. Evelina by Fanny Burney. Oxford World’s Classic. ISBN: 978-0199536931 
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Catalog Description:  
This course offers a comprehensive study of the major authors, genres, and thematic concerns of 
Restoration and early Eighteenth-Century British literature. Readings are drawn from a variety of 
genres, including poetry, drama, prose fiction, and non-fiction prose, and reflect the diverse 
interests of British writers from the restoration to the Augustan Age. This course also introduces 
students to recent developments in the study of Restoration and early Eighteenth-Century British 
literature and culture, including the work of feminist, comparativist, and cultural critics.  
 
Course Objectives 
By the end of this course, students will be able to  
1. Understand and use the conventions of close-reading poetry, non-fiction, and fiction. 
2. Identify and work effectively with the literary themes, tropes, terms, devices, and genres 

associated with the literatures of 1660-1800. 
3. Write synthetically about texts from these time periods. 
4. Discuss Restoration and Eighteenth-Century authors within their social networks.  
5. Contextualize their literary works within their historical, political, and cultural frameworks. 
 
Assignments and Grading Distribution 
In-class Presentation 20% 
Paper 40% 
Final Exam 30% 
Participation and Preparation 10% 
 
• In-Class Presentations by Undergraduates: During the first week of classes, you will sign 

up to do a 10-minute presentation on one of the topics listed on the schedule. The week 
before your presentation, you will confer with me about the sources and visuals you will be 
using.  

• In-Class Presentations by Graduate Students: While the undergraduates will be giving 
presentations on factual/historical information, the graduate students will instead give in-
class presentations focused on a theoretical lens that could be productively used when 
thinking about the Enlightenment and/or the Long Eighteenth-Century. This course has been 
organized around concepts of sociability. As such, it is very amenable to theories tied to the 
“Spatial Turn” of the humanities, Eco-criticism, Cultural Studies, Neighbor Theory, New 
Materialisms/Actor Network Theory, and the various branches of Feminism and Gender 
Studies.  At the beginning of the semester, you will confer with me and choose a theory in 
which you are interested. On your assigned date, you will give a presentation that is 15 to 20 
minutes long. View your presentation as a pedagogical opportunity. It should be geared 
towards teaching the major concepts to the undergraduates. You will need to succinctly 
explain the theory and also demonstrate its use in analyzing texts the students have read in 
this course. You will also provide a handout that explains the theory and gives a citation for 
at least one basic reading (can be from something like the Oxford Bibliography) and four 
other substantive articles that show how the theory is used in literary, historical, and/or 
anthropological studies.  

• Paper: Both undergraduates and graduate students will write a research paper on an Early 
Modern Literature topic. [See the specific assignment sheets for length, content, and source 
requirements.] 
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• Final Exam: The final exam will be comprehensive and will assess your comprehension of 
the text, knowledge of relevant terms, and your ability to write synthetic short essays in a 
timed environment.  

• Participation and Preparation: My expectations for “excellent” participation from you 
include being present, on-time, having read and annotated the reading, and having prepared 
questions and observations. You also frequently contribute to class discussions and are 
clearly engaged in discussions even when not a direct participant (through active listening 
and note-taking). 

 
Attendance and Late Policies: 
Attendance & Skyping to Avoid an Absence: You are allowed 3 absences total for the 
semester, including absences due to illnesses—so use your absences carefully. Each additional 
absence will lower your final grade by 1/3 letter grade. If you know in advance that you will 
miss a class, send me an email—it may be possible to set up Skype so you could attend 
“virtually” if you are too sick to attend in person.  
 
Late work: Assignments turned in late will be penalized one full letter grade for each day past 
the due date. (This includes weekends.) 
 
Tardiness. You will be marked absent if you are not in class by the time I call roll, which I do at 
the beginning of each class period. You may change this absence to a “tardy” by emailing me a 
250-350 word summary of what we did in class that day—This allows you to demonstrate that 
you were in class and taking notes. (However, every three tardies is equivalent to one absence— 
so make your best effort to be on time.) 
 
Contacting Me:  
I check my email regularly and will likely respond to short questions immediately. If you have a 
more substantial question, would like me to read a draft of a paper, or want to talk through a 
work in depth, please come to my office hours or set up an appointment to meet with me.  I enjoy 
working with students one-on-one and will (in good Early Modern fashion) ply you with tea 
while we talk! 
 
 
[University Specific Information goes here.] 
 

  



 
Readings and Assignment Due Dates 
Unless otherwise noted, readings are from the Norton Anthology of English Lit. Vol C. 
 
 
Restoration & Enlightenment 
We are beginning our course with works that show the political and social concerns of the late seventeenth and 
early eighteenth-century. It was a time of rapid changes. In 1660 Charles II was “restored” as King of England, 
Scotland, and Ireland. The London theaters (which had been closed in 1642 during the Commonwealth) were 
reopened.  The ensuing period of  “enlightenment” saw continued religious strife and suppression, but also 
significant scientific and political innovations. The City of London was decimated by plague in 1664, largely 
burned to the ground in 1666, and subsequently rebuilt. After Charles’s death, James II (his Catholic brother) 
reigned for 3 years until forced out by the “Glorious Revolution” in which James’s protestant daughter Mary 
and her husband William of Orange took the throne. As they were childless, another of James’s daughters, 
Anne, ruled from 1702 until her death in 1714. George I (a protestant great-grandson) succeeded her, 
establishing the line of Hanover. Control of parliament changes from the Tories to the Whigs during the reign 
of the new king. The Catholic son of James II, (next in the succession after Anne), was passed over because of 
his religion. “Jacobites” made an attempt to restore the Stuart monarchy. However the movement ended when 
“Bonnie Prince Charlie” was defeated at Culloden in 1746. During this century, England begins amassing 
colonial power in the Caribbean and in India. The denizens of London develop a taste for coffee, tea, sugar, and 
chocolate—import items that help fuel the growth of slavery. During this age of sociability in London, the 
English gentry also begin employing landscape artists to beautify their country estates, using the enlightenment 
thinkers’ theories of beauty as an agent of self-improvement. Political arguments about taxation and distribution 
of authority from the English Civil War resurface in both the American Revolution (1776–1783) and the French 
Revolutions (1789–1799). The eighteenth-century ends with works by “Radical” painters, essayists, and poets, 
who create works in support of this spirit of revolution.  

1 T Historical Background of the Restoration and the Long Eighteenth-Century 
 TH King Charles the Second’s Restoration (Broadside ballad) [Facsimile at: 

http://ballads.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/static/images/sheets/20000/15645.gif ] 
Charles II, Declaration (May 1660): 

[https://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/B02052.0001.001/1:1.1?rgn=div2;view=fulltext] 
Samuel Pepys, Diary– excerpt on “The Great Fire”: 2134–5 
John Dryden, Annus Mirabilis- excerpt “London Reborn”: 2085–6 
William of Orange - Welcome to London (Broadside ballad) [Facsimile at: 

http://ballads.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/static/images/sheets/MSWoodE25/bib0124-m.jpg 
2 T ☐ Student Presentation: Re-opening of the Theaters & Restoration Plays 

William Congreve, The Way of the World: Acts 1–3: 2228–2261 
 TH William Congreve, The Way of the World: Acts 4-5: 2261–2284 
3 T Aphra Behn, Oroonoko: 2183–2203 (up to “when he fled the camp.”) 
 TH Aphra Behn, Oroonoko: 2203-2226 
4 T ☐ Student Presentation: Enlightenment Pamphlets [Look at Jordan Special Collection’s online 

facsimiles: http://qspace.library.queensu.ca/handle/1974/1954 ] 
John Lock, “An Essay Concerning Human Understanding” 2152–2155 
Isaac Newton, “A Letter of Mr. Isaac Newton: Containing his New Theory about Light and 

Optics” 2156–2160 
Anthony Ashley-Cooper/Earl of Shaftesbury, “An Essay on the Freedom of Wit and Humor” 

excerpt 2838-2840 
Joseph Addison, “Wit: True, False, Mixed” 2481-2485 

 TH ☐ Student Presentation: The Royal Society 
Mary Astell, “Reflections upon Marriage” excerpt: 2285–2288 
Daniel Defoe, “The Cons of Marriage” excerpt from Roxana: 2289-2294 



 
The Scriblerus Club 
A literary club whose founding member were brilliant Tory wits (Jonathan Swift, John Arbuthnot, Thomas 
Parnell, Alexander Pope, John Gay). They began meeting in a London coffee house in 1714 and co-wrote a 
faux-memoir of Martinus Scriblerus. The club’s object was to ridicule ‘all the false tastes in learning.’ Although 
the changing tides of political power meant that several members had to leave London, the members maintained 
“virtual” contact through their letters.  
 

5 T ☐  Student Presentation: Coffee as an Import & Coffee Houses 
Swift, Gulliver’s Travels- Capt. Gulliver’s Letter, Publisher to the Reader, Parts 1 & 2: 2324–

2365 
 TH ☐  Student Presentation: The Memoirs of Martin Scriblerus  

Swift, Gulliver’s Travels- Part 3: 2365–2405 
6 T ☐  Student Presentation: Horatian/Juvenalian Satire & Mock Epic 

Swift, Gulliver’s Travels- Part 4 & 5: 2418–2462 
 TH Pope, Rape of the Lock: 2513–2532 

Thomas Parnell, “Night Piece on Death” (handout) 
7 T ☐  Student Presentation: The Nature of Women Debate/ The War Between the Sexes 

Jonathan Swift, “The Lady’s Dressing Room”: 2590-2593 
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, “The Reasons that Induced Dr. Swift to Write” 2593-2595 
Alexander Pope, “Impromptu to Lady Winchilsea”: 2596 
Anne Finch, Countess of Winchilsea, “The Answer” [Response to Pope]: 2596 
Alexander Pope– “Epistle 2. To a Lady: Of the Characteristics of Women”: 2597-2604 
Anne Ingram– “An Epistle to Mr. Pope” [Response to Pope]: 2605-2607 
Mary Leapor- “An Essay on Woman” [Response to Pope]: 2608-2609 

 TH [DVD on Reserve: The Beggar’s Opera by John Gay (DVD, Jonathan Miller, Roger Daltrey. 
Baroque Soloists. 135 minutes. 1983. DVD release date 2000.] Text: 2613-2656 

 
The Literary Club 
Was a dining club founded in 1764 by Samuel Johnson, Edmund Burke, and the artist Joshua Reynolds. This 
group of writers, professionals, and politicians initially met once week at the Turk’s Head Inn. (Members 
included Bosworth, Goldsmith, Hawkins, Nugent, Beauclerk, Langton, etc. The poets, Gray and Crabbe were 
associated with the club’s literary members.) Johnson said he wanted a group "composed of the heads of every 
liberal and literary profession" and to "have somebody to refer to in our doubts and discussions, by whose 
Science we might be enlightened." The club continued until 1969.  
 

8 T ☐  Student Presentation: Samuel Johnson’s Journals (the Rambler and Idler)  
☐  Student Presentation: Grubb Street & Writers 
James Boswell, “A Memorable Year: Boswell Meets Johnson”; “Goldsmith, Sundry Opinions, 

Johnson Meets his King” (excerpts from The Life of Johnson): 2790-2796 
Samuel Johnson, Preface to Shakespeare: 2755-2763 

Essays– “Spring” from Rambler no. 5 and “On Idleness” from Idler no. 31: 2675-2679 
 TH ☐  Student Presentation: Joshua Reynolds & his Art 

A Dictionary of the English Language (Preface and Entries): 2749-2754 
Edmund Burke, excerpts from A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the 

Sublime and Beautiful (1757) [handout] 
9 T Oliver Goldsmith, “The Deserted Village”: 2877-2886 

George Crabbe, “The Village”: 2887-2890 
Thomas Gray, “Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard”: 2867-2870 

  



 
 
The Blue Stocking Circle 
Originally an informal group of gentry women who met with other women and men to talk about ideas. 
Elizabeth Montagu, Elizabeth Carter, and Elizabeth Vesey opened their houses to create social spaces where 
“rational conversation” replaced the usual card playing, embroidery, and drinking. (Their meetings served only 
lemonade and tea). Although similar to French salons, they were less formally organized. Men such as Samuel 
Johnson; David Garrick; the Earl of Bath, Lord George Lyttleton; and Horace Walpole attended these salons. 
Although the participants of these salons were more politically diverse, the female members had strong 
religious ties to Anglicanism. A great deal of cultural visibility came out of these meetings for the writers who 
attended. Women writers who benefited from these gatherings included, Hester Chapone, Mary Monckton, 
Hannah More. Fanny Burney, who became a celebrated novelist, began attending after 1775 as part of a second 
wave of young women writers. The gatherings declined after the French Revolution, as “female learnedness” 
became more suspect. Eventually, “bluestocking” became a pejorative term, used to mean a manly, overly 
learned, unsexed woman. (The Bluestocking name for the gatherings was originally meant to convey their 
informality. Vesey once invited a gentleman to attend, who declined because he did not have the appropriate 
black stocking evening dress. She told him to "come in your blue stockings," the ordinary worsted stockings he 
had on at the time.) 
 

 TH ☐  Student Presentation: Tea as an Import & Gendered Consumption 
Hannah More –“The Bas Bleu: or, Conversation” (1787) [handout] 
Elizabeth Mantagu– "An Essay on the Writings and Genius of Shakespear[e]" (1769) [A 

response to Voltaire and Samuel Johnson.]: [handout] 
“The Lover: A Ballad” and “Epistle from Mrs. Yonge to Her Husband”: 2585-2588 

Hester Chapone, Essay in Johnson’s journal the Rambler no. 10 (1752): [handout] 
 “To Peace. Written during the Late Rebellion” (1745): [handout] 

10 T ☐  Student Presentation: Henry Fielding’s “An Essay on Conversation.” 
Hester Chapone, excerpts from Letters on the Improvement of the Mind (1772) [handout] 
Elizabeth Carter– translation of Epictetus (excerpt) [handout] 
“The Pursuit of Happiness often Ill-Directed” [handout] 

 TH ☐  Student Presentation: Women in the Enlightenment 
Burney, Evalina Oxford Classics 1-65 

11 T Burney, Evalina Oxford Classics 66-166 
 TH ☐  Student Presentation: Family/Women’s Place in the 18th century 

Burney, Evalina Oxford Classics 167-240 
12 T Burney, Evalina Oxford Classics 241-340 
 TH Burney, Evalina Oxford Classics 341-406 

  



 
 
The Johnson Circle 
Joseph Johnson, a publisher and printer in London, had weekly dinners where writers, artists, and politicians 
mixed to talk about radical ideas, (such as, does Nature lead to liberty or to patriotism?) He encouraged and 
supported young writers such as Mary Wollstencraft. He published works by William Godwin, Thomas 
Malthus, Priscilla Wakefield, Joseph Priestly, William Cowper, Erasmus Darwin, etc., and extensively 
employed William Blake as an engraver for his publications. Publishing radical thinkers in philosophy, 
economics, and religious dissenters could be dangerous in the time period. Johnson did not initially print 
Paine’s Rights of Man (the first printer to do so was jailed), but did reprint it later, as well as printing 
Wollstencraft’s reply to it. Johnson emphasized printing inexpensive works targeted for the growing middle 
class. 
 
13 T ☐  Student Presentation: The French Revolution 

Thomas Paine– “A Vindication of the Rights of Man” (Response to Burke [handout] 
 TH Mary Wollstencraft– “A Vindication of the Rights of Women” (Response to Paine) [handout] 

14 T ☐  Student Presentation: Sugar as an Import & the Slave Trade 
Olaudah Equiano–The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Oloudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, 

the African, Written by Himself selections (Published by Johnson): 2850-2859 
 TH ☐  Student Presentation: William Blake illustrations  

William Cowper – “The Negro’s Complaint” [handout] 
The Task excerpts: 2891-2895 

Anne Finch- “Nocturnal Reverie” [Referenced in Lyrical Ballads by Wordsworth] 2297-2298 
15 T In Class Readings. (Spend your weekend working on your paper.)  

William Wordsworth– Selections from 1793 collections: An Evening Walk and Descriptive 
Sketches (Published by Johnson) 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge & William Wordsworth– Selections from 1798 collection: Lyrical 
Ballads  (Published by Johnson) 

 WED Due: Course Paper (upload electronically by midnight) 
 TH Review and Final Exam Prep 

Final Exam Date & Time: 
 
 
 


